3i Infotech executes one of its fastest insurance projects at Mitsui Sumitomo
Insurance Company
Mumbai, India : Feb 4, 2016 : Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance Company (MSI)- Dubai, part of the
largest conglomerates in the world, wanted to streamline their operations for reporting and
efficiency in process management. After a lot of research in the Insurance software space in
Middle East, their team went through a series of evaluation, 3i-Infotech being one of them. In
line with MSI’s prevailing challenges, 3i-Infotech proposed their flagship PREMIA General
Insurance product.
Premia 11 is the most recent version, specially designed to bring operational efficiency through
faster turnaround times. It is scalable enough to cater to ever growing business volumes, tightly
integrated with the finance module and state of at art reporting. MSI recognized the team’s
strength in the core insurance segment, comprising of all aspects of the insurance value chain
along with their proven success in empowering reputed groups in the region in the past.
MSI decided to opt for Premia in line with the trust 3i-Infotech’s team had instilled in the
expected business outcomes. Right from the initiation stage, timelines were a major challenge,
which was a daunting task for Premia’s implementation team. With a strategic plan in place,
internal collaboration of our technical team and sales, a lot of research on deliverables expected
as well as close communication with MSI’s team, Premia’s team accomplished the project within
the targeted timeframe.
MSI’s management has already started to witness the expected benefits in terms of readily
available automated reports, which were required by their group on timely basis. They are quite
happy the way Premia handles the entire operational flow, reducing their workload heavily and
consistently maximizing overall productivity. 3i-Infotech’s team is confident that with Premia’s
tightly coupled modules, MSI will be able to earn a quick ROI and empower employee
performance levels across the organization.
About 3i Infotech
Incorporated in 1993, 3i Infotech (www.3i-infotech.com) is a public global Information
Technology company committed to Empowering Business Transformation. A comprehensive
set of IP based software solutions (20+), coupled with a wide range of IT services, uniquely
positions the company to address the dynamic requirements of a variety of industry verticals,
predominantly Banking, Insurance, Capital Markets, Asset & Wealth Management (BFSI).
Furthermore it offers solutions to the government, manufacturing, retail, distribution, telecom
and healthcare sectors. Among its repertoire of IPR based solutions the flagship products of the
Company are Premia, MFund, Orion, Kastle ULS and Amlock.
The Company has a very strong foothold and customer base in geographies like South Asia,
Middle East and Africa, Asia Pacific, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and North America.
The Company is also focused on value added services such as business intelligence &
analytics services, infrastructure management services, testing & compliance, application
development & maintenance, consulting and its BPO offerings.
The Company, headquartered in Mumbai, India has over 8500 employees in more than 20
offices across 12 countries and over 1000 customers in more than 50 countries across 5
continents.
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Disclaimer:
Except for the historical information contained herein, statements in this release, which contain
words or phrases such as "will", "would", "expect", "believe", and similar expressions or
variations of such expressions may constitute "forward-looking statements". These forwardlooking statements involve a number of risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause
actual results to differ materially from those suggested by the forward-looking statements.
These risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, the performance of the Indian
economy and of the economies of our principal international markets, the performance of the
industry sectors in which our clients are based, the performance of the information technology
industry sector world-wide, competition, our ability to obtain statutory and regulatory approvals
and to successfully implement our strategy, future levels of our growth and expansion in
business, technological implementation, changes, advancements, and redundancies, the actual
demand for software products and services, or the future potential or feasibility thereof, changes
in revenue, income or cash flows, our market preferences and our exposure to market risks, as
well as other risks. 3i Infotech undertakes no obligation to update forward-looking statements to
reflect events or circumstances after the date thereof.
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